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 Seasons Greetings :
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The Mighty Fist of Winter strikes again:

Having secured his burrow, Wiarton Willy sets out for warmer climes: 

Predicts he will be back for his Prediction

Christmas time is
a season of great
joy. It is a time of
remembering the
past and hoping
for the future. 

May the glorious
message of peace
and love fill you
with joy during this
wonderful season.
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Ominous Signs for Sailplane Fliers in Binbrook:

It had already been observed that some sod had been stripped off Fletcher Road flying field. It was a total 
surprise when it was reported that a large sign had been erected at the corner of Fletcher and Binbrook Roads that 
gave notice of application for a change in zoning. 

To quote:

“The purpose and effect of the subject applications are for an 
amendment to the Urban Hamilton Official Plan and glanbrook Zoning By-law 
no. 494 in support of the proposed Draft Plan of Subdivision showing 333 
single detached residential units, 131 townhouse units, 99 stacked townhouse 
units, 1 block for commercial uses, 1 block for future school, 1 block for a park, 
2 blocks for road widening purposes, 7 blocks for one foot reserves, 1 block for 
a temporary pumping station, 1 block for a temporary turning circle and 17 
streets shown as Streets A to Q inclusive”

That does not leave much room for a flying field!

However, who knows how long the planning process may take or how 
swiftly the wheels of local government may turn. A lot more sod has 
been lifted so maybe the cycle has been accelerated. Stay tuned for late 
breaking news.

Early Membership Renewal earns a significant saving:

Remember – if you renew your membership before year's end it will cost only $35.00

You will need your 2015 MAAC Membership to validate the application

Apéritif:: French for a set of dentures. 

After five days in hospital I took a turn for the nurse.  - Spike Milligan
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Freeze, freeze thou bitter sky, 
That does not bite so nigh 
As benefits forgot: 

Though thou the waters warp, 
Thy sting is not so sharp 
As a friend remembered not. 

Heigh-ho! sing, heigh-ho! unto the green holly: 
Most friendship is feigning, most loving mere folly: 
Then heigh-ho, the holly! 
This life is most jolly.                                                                        W. Shakespeare

SOGGI Annual Xmas Dinner held at

Angels Diner on December 6th 2014

Ray Munro (arm, picture left) demonstrates how to eat 
pie and ice cream with style and grace. 

Stan Grandfield (picture right) ponders the wisdom of 
such a style.
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SOGGI General Meeting Minutes  November 9th , 2014  Rockton, ON

 There were 15 people present as Ray Munro opened the meeting

Ray Munro opened the meeting by welcoming those present. He then complimented Ann Tekatch on the beautiful 
job she had done on the minutes of the last meeting. Andy Meysner moved they be accepted and Jack Linghorne 
seconded his motion and they were then passed.

 
Peter Clarke next gave his financial report( good news as usual)
 $ 3686.26 in the bank with only monthly bank charges outstanding
Tony Baptist moved it be accepted, Dick Colley seconded it. The motion passed unanimously.

Ray Munro then brought up the subject of Thermal Streamers. The discussion was with respect to the 3 CLUB 
owned thermal streamers that Ed Smith constructed and is presently holding at his place. Consideration to distributing
them to other members who might want to use them was brought up. No one expressed interest at that time.

Ray Munro gave the example of the club winch which he was storing at his house. He wondered hopefully if any 
other club member would like to store  club property. He pointed out that such a member could then use it any time 
they go flying.

WEB SITE UPDATE: 
Bob Hammett reported that it was almost complete, that a few small problems still existed.
He said that that the committee needed to get together with the web master to iron them out and that it would then 

be ready to go.

Les Peer reported that he would have the memory sticks with the plans on them available at the AGM, at a price 
somewhere between five and ten dollars. He wondered how many members would want one. A show of hands 
suggested that 6 to 10 members present were interested.

AT THIS TIME Ann Tekatch made a suggestion that many thought was very good. She said that if a member was 
interested in getting a plan off a stick that they be allowed to buy it, use it and the return it for a full refund. This 
would enable the club to buy only a few sticks that could be rented out as wanted. After this suggestion was made no 
decision was made as to how many memory sticks Les should get or how many would still be bought by members.

Les Peer next said that he had a large box containing paper plates napkins etc left over from the Christmas dinners 
that the club at had held previously and which he could no longer store. He was told to donate them to a worthy 
organization.

Ray Munro brought up the subject of last year’s 2-meter contest. He noted how much fun the members had and how
well it was attended. He asked for suggestions that could make the one next year even more fun and even better 
attended. Evidently, he and Neville Newman had been discussing this quite a bit. Neville then proposed a large 
number of good ideas sparking off an enthusiastic discussion where a further number of good ideas were presented.
Some of the ideas proposed were: 

 That the word contest be avoided and the word EVENT be used,that the points given for different tasks be 
radically altered. For instance most points would be awarded for the landing, not duration. Mass launches would 
be used. Members would time themselves. Landing spots would be larger and more numerous and members could
use any landing site. Members could use any plane they wanted up to 100 inches. No hi-tech 4-meter jobs. One 
idea proposed was that when a large group was up in the air that a whistle would be blown and members would 
then be challenged to land as closely as possibly in 2 minutes. The closer the member was to the two minutes the 
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more the points awarded. Points would be SUBTRACTED WHEN A MEMBER WENT OVER TWO 
MINUTES. This task would be a lot of fun besides helping members seeking to achieve a higher standing in LSF. 
MEMBERS WERE ASKED TO GIVE IT SERIOUS THOUGHT to what other tasks could be used. All ideas 
presented would be considered.

All ideas would be tried out before the day of the meet to assess their safety etc 
Neville volunteered to run things:

Event to be called :The Cloud Base Challenge Fun Fly.
Emphasis is on each pilot timing his/her flight... small discrepancies in starting and stopping
the stop-watch will not be scrutinized... Pilot is on his honour to report as accurately as possible his flight time.
Landing points will be more important in the over-all score.
Electric sailplanes to be included, with appropriate cut-off device,  or time limit.. (again pilot discretion) 
Winches and high-starts, and electric sailplanes on same flight line.

Ideas were then put forward for ways members lacking a suitable plane to get one and how much it would cost. 
Estimates ranging from Just over a $100.00 up to $400.00 (plane dependent) were put forward and which it was felt 
tended to discourage some of the members.

Members without a plane could use one of the club loaners if they had nothing suitable

The Christmas dinner will be at Angel’s Diner in Waterdown
Sat. Dec 6 at 2:00 PM

The AGM is the following Sunday Dec 16 at 1.30pm.
It is VERY important that you attend for two reasons !!!

Reason #1
To help elect a new executive. (a number of the present executive are NOT standing for office) All positions are up 

for grabs.

Reason #2
To take advantage of the change in the membership fee.
Members paying before the end of the year will only have to pay $35.00 instead of the full one of $45.00.
Remember Peter Clarke can only give you your membership if he has proof that you have paid next years 

MAAC dues!!!

Les next displayed some free lovely stickers that our new member Nemanja Jovanovic had printed up that can be 
put on your car window. Be sure to get one at the next meeting before they are all gone.

Andy Meysner reported that he had been in contact with a new company at Western U. that has a large facility that 
they use to study wind energy (Its somewhat like wind tunnel ). The hope is that we may be able to get a group tour of
the facility. He wanted to get an idea how many would be interested. It appeared that about ten of those present were 
interested so he is going to see if he can set up something in the new year

.
Application forms:

Peter Clarke Reviewed the application form and needed changes and it was at this time that Ann Tekatch Proposed 
that we reduce the dues to $35.00 Some discussion then occurred as to its merit. (Would It encourage more people to 
join?--- No consensus) (Les peer noted that part of the reason our bank account had stayed so good was due to the fact
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that the club had earned so much money from the auction of Werner Klebert's planes etc and that this source of 
income was now exhausted). The author then moved that the motion be amended to say that the dues would be 
reduced to $35.00 for members who paid BEFORE the end of the year (To make the treasurer’s job easier (who ever 
he will be) and that those who waited to the new year would be asked to continue to pay the full fee of $45.00. After 
considerable discussion this course was adopted, Ann Tekatch seconding the amended motion which was then almost 
unanimously passed.

Ray Munro next gave us an update on the outhouse 
(1)  It needs to be tied down for the winter
(2) The door needs to be boarded shut 
(3)  It will need to be moved next year 
(4)  probably some work will HAVE to be done on it
Jim Laslett offered to winterize it, and has already done so.

Field situation:
The regular rains have resulted in a big improvement in the sod. In many places it is quite good and a couple of test 

strips have been taken up near the road into the field. It is possible that we may not be there next year.
 Ray Munro said he would TRY to find out soon where we will be flying next year. Past experience, he said, has 

taught him this can sometimes be a quite challenging task.

Ann Tekatch moved the meeting be closed. Andy Meysner seconded it. Passed 

Show and Tell:
Dick Colley showed a 2-meter glider he had acquired. He asked if any of the members recognized the design.
The plane came complete with storage box and an AM radio set up. Dick proposed to convert the plane to current 

standards and offer it as a Club Trainer. Ray suggested that if it be donated for club members to use, then the costs to 
refurbish the old servos and battery in it would be borne by the club, if necessary. (The old AM radio could not be 
used of course).

The following is Jack Linghornes' comment and suggestion and not part of the minutes

"I felt that most of the cost estimates for members to get a suitable plane for Events like Cloud Base 
Challenge were probably quite accurate if based on members buying a new kit and equipping it with 
a new radio etc. I think that such a course is not the only available feasible one. Most long term RC 
pilots in most clubs including ours have a number of perfectly GOOD old wings hanging around 
unused from planes they crashed in the past that they would gladly part with for nothing or for a 
couple of dollars. Using such a wing can save not only money but TIME. Most Long time RC pilots 
also have lots of old full size perfectly good servos that they will never use and that you can buy for 
next to nothing at swap shops. It is possible even that some older members of our club have some. 
Most pilots want to use the newer lighter smaller servos now available. We, when we build an old 
time glider usually have to put lead in the nose to balance it and there is usually still lots of room in 
the nose so full size servos are a perfect choice. If I wanted to build something like an OLLY TWO or 
a Gentle Lady I would probably NEVER buy a new kit and build it with new radio and servos. I would 
use some of my old full size servos , one of my old set of wings and possibly even some old tail 
feathers. I would build only a new fuselage using the appropriate plan. This I could build out of light 
ply or door skin etc if I wanted to be really cheap. If I wanted to be really lazy I would not even cover 
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it. I would just slap on a coat of some house paint that I had left over from a past job around the 
house on the fuselage. In other words if I wanted a plane like the Olympic 2 this is how I would go 
about getting one. It would cost me very little and would not take much of my time to finish. I suspect 
such an approach may appeal to some of you. If so go for it." 

GWS  WW-II  War Bird 

Supermarine Spitfire  EPS350CG

Includes Compact Power System, Prop, Spinner and Decals

Wingspan 34.5 in, Length  28.4 in, Flying weight  13.8 oz

For Advanced Pilots only, this would make a good introduction to Scale Slope
soaring

  

http://www.gwsus.com/english/product/airfly/spitfire.htm

For more information contact:

Dick Colley   905-296-4027   colleydogge59@gmail.com
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Software Sale

Item Description Software
Vendor

# of
Disks

Price

(OSBO)

1 Superbike World Champions Castrol 1 $1.00

2 Superbike 2000 EA Sports 1 $2.00

3 NASCAR 2000 EA Sports 1 $2.00

4 Combat Flight Simulator Microsoft 1 $2.00

5 Combat Flight Simulator 2 Microsoft 1 $2.00

6 Flight Simulator 2000 Microsoft 1 $2.00

7 Flight Simulator 2002 Microsoft 1 $5.00

8 Flight Simulator 2004 Microsoft 1 $5.00

9 IL-2 Forgotten Battles Ubisoft 1 $4.00

10 VFR Photographic Scenery  1 for Flight Simulator 2002 (U.K.) VisualFlight 3 $5.00 SOLD

VFR Photographic Scenery  2 for Flight Simulator 2002 (U.K.) VisualFlight 3 $5.00 SOLD

VFR Photographic Scenery  3 for Flight Simulator 2002 (U.K.) VisualFlight 3 $5.00 SOLD

VFR Photographic Scenery  4 for Flight Simulator 2002 (U.K.) VisualFlight 3 $5.00 SOLD

11 DVD  -  Flying the Finch Tiger Boys 1 $2.00

12 Sidewinder Precision Pro Joystick Microsoft - $10.00

13 Sidewinder Software Microsoft 1 $2.00

14 Battlefield 1942 Complete Collection EA Sports 8 $10.00

For more information contact:

Dick Colley   905-296-4027   colleydogge59@gmail.com
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Battery Charger for R/C System Batteries

Hobbico Accu-Cycle Pro Series HCAP0260

From the Workshop of Derek Hartwell – proceeds to Club Funds

For more information contact:

Dick Colley   905-296-4027   colleydogge59@gmail.com
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2013 SOGGI Executive
President: Ray Munro

Vice President: Les Peer

Treasurer: Peter Clarke (519)-448-3232

1 Victor Blvd.,

ST. GEORGE, Ont. N0E 1N0

Secretary: Jack Linghorne

Editor: Dick Colley (905)-296-4027

101, Braeheid Avenue

Waterdown, Ont. L0R 2H5

Deadline for December Issue of Task: November 22nd 2014

2014/5 Calendar of Events

2014

• December 14th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm

2015

• January 11th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm

• February 8th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm

• March 8th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm

• April 12th Membership Meeting, Rockton Library Hall 1:30pm
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